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Abstract: There has been a disconnect between our understanding of the universe’s working at 
the micro and macro scale - that is, disagreement between quantum mechanics (QM) and general 
relativity (GR). A theory of vacuum-matter equilibrium is presented from scratch to bridge this 
gap. It is proposed that gravitons are both quanta of matter and gravitation, as every matter entity 
is believed to interact with gravitation. The vacuum has an energy density that gives rise to 
virtual-graviton pairs. Upon collision, a virtual-graviton may get stuck to the matter while a 
graviton from the matter gets ejected. It is possible as all gravitons are identical in mass and 
size. Equilibrium is thus established where matter erodes in the vacuum, and the vacuum 
condenses as matter. The probability of graviton exchange depends on the relative energies of the 
virtual-graviton and matter entity, as calculated in the inertial frame of reference (IFoR) decided by 
the state motion of vacuum energy at that place. If the rate of matter-vacuum equilibrium is 
taken as a constant, it leads to the notion of time and time dilation. The force appearing on a 
matter entity through collision with virtual-gravitons is calculated, and the expression is a hybrid 
of Newton’s and Einstein’s equation. It further helps to answer the queries related to 
phenomena like the flatness of galaxy rotation curves, misconceptions about relativistic mass 
and length contraction, the relation between time, gravity, and quantum entanglement (QE), and 
the composite nature of the universal gravitational constant.
Keywords: quantum gravity; alternate theory of gravity

INTRODUCTION

Several theories have been proposed that attempt to
explain the working of the universe. Together, GR and
QM are very successful theoretical frameworks describ-
ing the universe’s workings. However, when viewed to-
gether, QM and GR do not align completely. For one,
the vacuum of space is treated as smooth in GR, while
it is a ‘chunky’ sea composed of virtual particle pairs in
QM. Most research to further understand the universe
either starts with treating both theories as valid or aims
to satisfy both views. The result is that any unexplained
phenomenon in QM/GR remains an outlier in the new
theory.
One major problem reconciling QM and GR is gravity
[1–4]. Gravity is formulated in the framework of GR,
while QM describes the other three fundamental forces.
A quantum theory of gravity is needed to formulate a
unified theory describing all four fundamental forces.
Additionally, QM/GR have a few problems in their
regimes. For example, there is a debate over the length
contraction [5, 6] and relativistic mass [7–10] in special
relativity (SR). GR fails to explain the flatness of galaxy
rotation curves [11, 12], and QM faces the challenge of
correctly estimating and measuring the vacuum energy
density [13]. There is also an increasing interest in con-
necting time with quantum entanglement and gravity
[14–16]. Further, concerns are raised over if the funda-
mental understanding of gravitation and the universal
gravitational constant is accurate [17–25].
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For any progress to be made, it is essential to recog-
nize that either or both theories are inaccurate (which
does not mean incorrect). Guided by it, this article will
take the liberty of borrowing concepts from either theory
while also introducing other ideas that may conflict with
QM/GR. It is shown that Newton’s gravitational formula
results from considering graviton interaction with matter.
The force expression will be a Newton-Einstein hybrid as
it will follow mass proportionality and inverse square law
but also result from a gradient in vacuum energy density
- analogous to space-time curving around a mass. Several
unresolved queries in QM/SR/GR will also be addressed.

I. MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE

A. Vacuum model

The vacuum in the universe is modeled as a sea of
particle-antiparticle pairs. Previous work on similar lines
[26–31] assumed a superfluid of fermion pairs. This arti-
cle proposes that the superfluid consists of graviton pairs
with non-zero mass.
Graviton with non-zero mass is not a radically new idea
[32–34]. However, attention is drawn to the implications
of a massive graviton. If it is assumed that gravitation
affects all kinds of matter, then it is argued that every
type of matter is ultimately composed of graviton. Since
graviton also has a mass, this makes the graviton not
only quanta for gravity but quanta for matter as well.
Further, graviton pairs are assumed to be formed from
vacuum energy fluctuations. For this to occur, the vac-
uum is assumed to have an (initially) isotropic uniform
energy density denoted by ζ∗. As with usual virtual par-
ticle pairs, gravitons are produced in pairs of equal and
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FIG. 1: Probability density function of kinetic energy of
a graviton

opposite velocities, making the net momentum at any
point in vacuum zero. Graviton pairs also carry equal
and opposite charges or be neutral.
In short, the vacuum is filled with an arbitrary yet finite
isotropic energy density which fluctuates to form gravi-
ton pairs. The sea of virtual-graviton pairs is assumed
to have net zero momentum and charge. The net-zero
momentum of the vacuum is a crucial property and will
be utilized to form the basis of reference frames.

B. Probability distribution of kinetic energy (KE)
of virtual graviton

Since net charge and momentum of vacuum are as-
sumed null, the only quantity of interest is the energy of
graviton pairs. Further, spin (either mechanical or quan-
tum) is also assumed to be zero or net zero. Therefore,
the only contribution to the energy of graviton is kinetic
energy.
The kinetic energy of a single graviton can take any value
from zero to some upper-velocity limit determined by the
local energy density of the vacuum. The following ob-
servation is made about the probability density function
(PDF) of the kinetic energy of the gravitons. For a finite
energy density of the vacuum, many low kinetic energy
pairs are produced than the pairs with high kinetic en-
ergy. For a simplistic case, let the probability of finding
a graviton with given kinetic energy decreases with the
increase in kinetic energy. Divergence at zero kinetic en-
ergy is avoided by adding a constant to the energy of
graviton, which results in the following equation.

E = E0 +
1

2
mgv

2
g (1)

Here the total energy of graviton is E, mass of gravi-
ton is mg, velocity is vg, and E0 is the constant energy
required to produce a graviton irrespective of kinetic en-
ergy. The coefficient of the above equation is doubled for
a pair of the graviton.
A representative PDF based on the discussion is shown
in Fig. 1. As usual with PDFs, the area under the curve
is unity. Further, a function Γ is introduced with the
following property:

Γ =

∫ 100%

n%

PDF (2)

That is, Γ gives the area under PDF for graviton with
KE greater than or equal to n% of the maximum KE.

C. Inertial frame of reference (IFoR)

So far, it has been stated that vacuum energy gives rise
to a graviton super-fluid. Vacuum energy and particle-
antiparticle super-fluid have been treated as one, and the
same thing in previous works [28–31]. However, it must
be recognized that vacuum energy is the background
on which virtual-graviton pairs are formed. Therefore,
virtual-graviton pairs are expected to exist in the same
state of motion that the local vacuum energy exhibits.
Hence, a virtual-graviton’s net velocity is the sum of its
“birth” velocity and the velocity of the local vacuum en-
ergy in which it is drifting.
If an observer is at rest with the local vacuum energy,
the velocities of virtual-gravitons in the immediate vicin-
ity of the observer will add up to zero. It is because
the “birth” velocities are oriented randomly with equal
probabilities. However, if the local vacuum energy has a
velocity vζ with respect to the observer, the velocity of a
virtual-graviton with respect to the observer is

vo = vζ + vg (3)

Here, vo is the velocity of a virtual-graviton with re-
spect to the observer. Therefore, the average velocity of
graviton pairs will not be null, i.e.,

∑
vo ̸= 0, and the

observer will experience a fictitious force in the direction
of vζ .
For any reference frame to qualify as an IFoR, the fic-
titious forces must be absent. Therefore, an IFoR is a
frame of reference in which local vacuum energy is at
rest.
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FIG. 2: Assumed structure and generation of matter
that ensures interaction of every part of matter with

vacuum.

D. Matter-vacuum equilibrium

1. Structure of observer (matter)

The porosity of gross matter is a central concept in me-
chanical gravity. Fatio [35] assumed matter is a cage of
infinitely slender beams to ensure every part of the mat-
ter interacts with the vacuum super-fluid. Fatio’s idea of
matter being highly porous isn’t far-fetched when viewed
in the context of present knowledge of the structure of
matter. However, Fatio’s structure of matter runs into
the problem of infinity [35]. This section explores the
structure of matter that ensures the porosity of matter
without running into the infinity problem.
Since a graviton is also a quantum of matter, let the
graviton represent the first generation of matter. The
second generation of matter might be simple three-
dimensional structures formed by graviton arrangements,

as shown in fig. 2 (a)-(b). Each node in the figures
represents a graviton that is held together by electro-
static attraction. A simple bipyramid and octahedral
arrangement of the gravitons ensures that each gravi-
ton can interact with the surrounding. There can be
several such arrangements. but only two are shown for
representation. As shown in fig. 2 (c)-(d), several of the
second-generation structures might share a common node
to form the third generation. The interaction of several
third-generation structures might similarly form higher
generations.
In short, the matter is assumed to have an orderly struc-
ture, not just a pile of gravitons lumped together. An or-
derly arrangement of gravitons inside matter ensures that
every graviton interacts with the vacuum super-fluid.

2. Nature of observer virtual-graviton interaction

Maxwell [36], and Poincaré [37] argued that virtual-
gravitons interaction with matter can not be perfectly
elastic, but a non-elastic collision leads to a heat prob-
lem. A re-analysis shows that an elastic collision is possi-
ble and that the heat problem is solvable [38]. However,
there exists some merit to inelastic collisions proposed by
Maxwell and Poincaré.
The observer is a stable structure of charged gravitons
in a sea of the short-lived virtual-gravitons. As such,
the observer polarizes the virtual-graviton pairs, provid-
ing sites for the oppositely charged virtual-gravitons to
attach. It leads to a change in the charge and mass of
the observer. It continues until any further increase in
mass makes the observer structure unstable. Henceforth,
a virtual-graviton interacts with the observer in two dis-
tinct manners.

• The incoming virtual-graviton collides with the ob-
server with some kinetic energy. The force of the
collision is transferred across the observer to the
last observer-graviton on the opposite side. The
last observer-graviton is expelled out of the ob-
server, while the former virtual-graviton becomes
a part of the observer. It is similar to the working
of Newton’s pendulum.

• The incoming virtual-graviton strikes the observer,
but the collision force is distributed between the
observer-gravitons because of multiple contacts.
The former virtual-graviton comes to a rest, at-
taches to the observer, and makes it unstable. A
random observer-graviton is ejected from the ob-
server to maintain stability.

A virtual-graviton will replace an observer-graviton as
all gravitons are similar in size and mass. Any charge
instability of the observer that arises from graviton ex-
change promotes observer-graviton exchange. Due to
electrical charge interaction, a virtual-graviton’s change
in kinetic energy as it approaches the observer is assumed
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negligible when averaged for attraction and repulsion.
The modeling of observer and virtual-gravitons interac-
tion can be perfectly elastic, but in reality, it is perfectly
inelastic. The outgoing graviton is expelled randomly
and carries some energy with it, similar to results ob-
tained in [38].
As a final comment, the interaction between the observer
and virtual-gravitons leads to an equilibrium. Virtual-
gravitons are continuously condensing into the observer
while, at the same time, the observer is evaporating into
the vacuum.

3. Energetics of observer-virtual graviton interaction

Mechanical gravity theories, for example, Fatio’s the-
ory of gravitation [35], explain gravity as force caused by
the collision of particles. In these theories, every collision
is believed to produce a force. Such a viewpoint is car-
ried over from collision observation at the macro-world
level, where every contact leads to a contact force. But,
since the gravitons are the carrier of gravitational force,
the only interaction that results in any force involves the
exchange of gravitons.
Consider that photovoltaic and photoelectric effects, nu-
clear fission [39], and chemical reactions demonstrate
strong dependence on the energy state of the partici-
pants. It is similarly argued that a graviton exchange
is influenced by the energy levels of virtual and observer-
gravitons.
In the local IFoR, let the observer has a velocity vζ , and a
virtual-graviton has a velocity vg. Further, assume that
the binding energy of each observer-graviton is identical
and constant. Then the only quantities that are variable
and influence the interaction are the kinetic energies of
participants. For a simplistic case, it is assumed that any
virtual-graviton with kinetic energy equal to or greater
than the observer-graviton will lead to a graviton ex-
change.
Further, the outgoing graviton carries away some energy
from the observer. The magnitude of energy carried away
by the outgoing graviton is always less than the energy of
the incoming graviton. To correctly assess the momen-
tum transfer to the observer, it is essential to know the
difference in energies of incoming and outgoing gravitons.
The fraction of energy carried away by outgoing graviton
for observers of varying masses is given in [38]. For a high
mass observer, the outgoing graviton has nearly identical
energy as the incoming graviton. For calculation sake,
it is assumed that incoming and outgoing gravitons have
the same energy.

4. Graviton exchange frequency and clock time

In the local IFoR, the observer has a velocity vζ . The
probability of finding a virtual-graviton with a velocity
equal to or greater than vζ is calculated from the Fig. 1

using Eq. (2). The probability is expressed as

IP(vg ≥ vζ) ∝ Γo (4)

Here the Γo means the function Γ is calculated for ob-
server (o). Since it is assumed that every virtual-graviton
with required energy will lead to graviton exchange, the
frequency f of graviton exchange is expressed as

f ∝ Γo (5)

Therefore, the time duration between two consecutive
graviton exchanges is expressed as

τo =
τ

Γo
(6)

The time duration between graviton exchange is τ
when Γo = 1.
Graviton exchange or matter-vacuum equilibrium is the
most fundamental and universal interaction between
matter and its surrounding. If the equilibrium rate is
taken as a universal constant, it gives a sense of the flow
of time. The higher the equilibrium rate, the faster the
time flows. Following it, the clock time for an observer is

to = tΓo (7)

Where t is the clock time when Γo = 1.

E. Vacuum energy flux caused by an observer

1. Flux caused by vacuum energy diffusion

Initially, the vacuum energy density has an isotropic
constant value of ζ∗. An observer is introduced in the
vacuum that creates an equilibrium through graviton ex-
change. The vacuum energy density reduces near and in-
side the observer. However, since the quantity of interest
lies outside the observer, let the vacuum energy density
inside the space occupied by the observer be some av-
eraged constant. Therefore, the vacuum energy density
decreases from the value of ζ∗ at infinity to some reduced
value at the observer’s location.
The gradient in the vacuum energy density causes a flow
of vacuum energy toward the observer. The flux Jo of
vacuum energy is expressed according to the first law of
diffusion as

Jo = −D∇ζ (8)

The diffusion constant D is assumed constant and
taken outside the spatial derivative operator ∇.
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2. Flux caused by graviton exchange

Since the observer is the epicenter of vacuum energy
flux, every segment of the observer is in motion in its local
IFoR. The vacuum energy density enclosing the observer
is approximated as a constant; similarly, the observer is
considered to have some averaged constant velocity in
its local IFoR. Thus, the vacuum energy flux caused by
the graviton exchange rate is dependent on the following
factors:

• The total vacuum energy available to the observer,
which is a product of vacuum energy density en-
closing the observer and the volume of the observer,
i.e., ζoV– o

• The frequency of graviton exchange corresponding
to the available vacuum energy. It is obtained by
multiplying total vacuum energy with the graviton
exchange frequency Γo.

• The number of gravitons that are available for ex-
change in the observer. Following the arguments
presented in section ID 1, the number of gravitons
inside the observer that are available for exchange
is Mo

mg
, where Mo is the mass of the observer.

Therefore, the vacuum energy flow towards the ob-
server in the form of gravitons per unit time is

E = ζoV– o
Mo

mg
Γo (9)

The flux of vacuum energy toward the observer is

Jo =
(ζV– Γ)o
4πx2o

Mo

mg
(10)

Here the distance xo is measured radially outwards
from the center of the observer.
Equation (8) and Eq. (10) are combined to eliminate Jo

and rearranged to obtain

∇ζo = − (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

Mo

x2o
(11)

Further, the vacuum behaves as a super-fluid, the en-
ergy density gives a measure of pressure. Equation (11)
is rewritten in the pressure term as

∇Po = − (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

Mo

x2o
(12)

0.40

Mo

Mt

rot

FIG. 3: Representation of virtual-graviton flux lines
passing through an object (test particle) placed on the

surface of Earth (observer).

F. Force acting on a test mass

1. Case I : Force acting on a test particle (object) placed
on the surface of observer (Earth)

The following assumptions are made for an object rest-
ing on the surface of the Earth:

• The size of the object is negligible compared to the
Earth.

• The virtual-graviton flux generated by the object
is negligible compared to the flux generated by the
Earth.

• The flux lines are collimated at the object.

The vacuum energy density at the object is obtained
by integrating Eq. (11) and taking the energy density at
infinity, i.e., ζ∗ as the datum.

ζt =
(ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

Mo

rot
(13)

The influence of the test particle on the energy den-
sity is negligible compared to the Earth. Therefore, the
energy density inside the test particle is assumed to be
given by Eq. (13).
Although the test particle is at rest on the Earth, the
vacuum is not. The equilibrium between the test parti-
cle and the vacuum is governed by Γt. The variation of
flux over the volume of the test particle is also ignored.
The test particle interacts with the vacuum through
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graviton exchange. Coupling with the virtual-graviton
flux is also the only pathway through which the Earth
affects the test particle, if the physical contact is ignored.
Therefore, as before, the vacuum energy flux, energy den-
sity gradient, and pressure gradient are calculated for the
test particle as

Jt =
(ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– Γ)t
4πmg

MoMt

rotx2t
(14)

∇ζt = − (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– Γ)t
4πDmg

MoMt

rotx2t
(15)

∇Pt = − (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– Γ)t
4πDmg

MoMt

rotx2t
(16)

In this case, xt is measured radially outward from the
center of the test particle.
The net pressure gradient at any point is space is ∇P =
∇Po + ∇Pt. The combined action of the Earth and
test particle accelerates the vacuum super-fluid. But, as
pointed out earlier, the influence of the test particle on
the vacuum is ignored compared to the Earth. There-
fore, the vacuum super-fluid is approximated as acceler-
ated under the influence of the Earth alone. Thus, the
pressure at the test particle is obtained by integrating
the net pressure gradient with the Earth as the source.
The pressure at infinity is taken as the datum, so the
pressure at the test particle is

P = − (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

Mo

rot
− (ζV– Γ)o

4πDmg

(V– Γ)t
4πDmg

MoMt

r2ot
(17)

The velocity of the virtual-graviton super-fluid at the
test particle is calculated using Bernoulli’s principle.

v2ζ =
2P

ρ
(18)

Here, ρ is the density of vacuum super-fluid and is
taken constant at every point in space. The velocity of
the vacuum at infinity is taken as zero.
The momentum carried by a virtual-graviton near the
test particle is mg(vζ + vg). As before, vg is oriented
in random directions with equal probabilities. There-
fore, the average value of vg equals zero, i.e., the average
momentum carried by a virtual-graviton is mgvζ . Simi-
larly, the outgoing observer-graviton carries a momentum
mgvζ . But the outgoing observer-graviton is ejected in a
random direction with equal probability. Therefore, the
net momentum carried by the outgoing observer-graviton
is also zero. It is concluded that the average momen-
tum transferred to the observer in interaction with one
virtual-graviton is mgvζ .
The force transferred on the test particle is

F =
dp

dt
(19)

Here, p = mgvζ . From Eq. (6), the equilibrium rate
is not the same for the observer and the test particle.
Equation (19) gives the force acting on the test particle,
in an ideal case when Γt = 1. To calculate the force on
the test particle, in its own time frame, Eq. (7) is used:

F = Γt
dp

dtt
(20)

= ṁgvζΓt (21)

= ρv2ζΓtAt (22)

Here, ṁg is the graviton mass flow rate at test particle,
and At is the cross-sectional area of test particle normal
to graviton flow.
Substitute the value of vζ from Eq. (18) in Eq. (22) to
obtain

F = −2ΓtAt

{
(ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

Mo

rot
+

(ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– Γ)t
4πDmg

MoMt

r2ot

}
(23)

The first term in the parenthesis of RHS of Eq. (23)
has no coupling with the test particle. As such, this
term will be ignored from the expression of force. If the
assumption is wrong then this term represents a slow de-
caying, test particle independent force that needs further
investigation.
The final expression of force between observer and the
test particle is

F = −GbMoMt

r2ot
Γ2
t (24)

Here, Gb = 2 (ζV– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– A)t
4πDmg

.

2. Case II: Force acting on a planet orbiting a star

The following assumptions are made:

• The energy density at the location of the planet is
determined by the energy gradient set by the star.

• The flux generated by the star is greater than the
planet.

• rot, κrot ≫ rt.

Since the flux generated by the planet is not ignored,
the net flux at any point inside the planet is a vector
sum given by Jo + Jt. Therefore, th virtual-gravitons’
velocity is a vector along the net flux direction. Thus,
the flux lines are not collimated about rot, which makes
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Mt
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C
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rot

Mt

Mo

κ.rot

2rt

FIG. 4: (a) Representation of virtual-graviton flux lines
between the planet (test particle) and star (observer)
(b) Approximation of flux lines passing through the

planet and converging at some point between the planet
and the star.

the force calculation difficult.
An approximation is made based on the following argu-
ment. In the previous case, the flux of the test particle is
ignored in favor of the Earth, and flux lines converge on
Earth’s center. In an extreme case where the flux gener-
ated by the Earth is ignored in favor of the test particle,
the situation will reverse, and flux lines will converge at
the center of the test particle. Therefore, in between the
two extremes, the flux lines converge at some point be-
tween the Earth and the test particle..
In the present case, where the star’s flux is greater than
the planet, the flux lines may be assumed to converge
at a distance κrot from the planet. Since the planet’s
size is much smaller than the distance κrot, it is further
assumed that flux lines are collimated at the planet. Fol-
lowing the above argument, the force between the planet
and the sun is similar to the Eq. (24):

Relation Matter-vacuum equilibrium SR equations

Time t′t = tΓt t′ = tγ

Length r′ot =
rot
Γt

L′ = L
γ

Mass M ′
t = MtΓ

2
t m′ = mγ

TABLE I: The primed variables are measured in the test

particle frame or the moving frame, and γ =
√

1− v2

c2 .

F = −Gbκ∗
MoMt

r2ot
Γ2
t (25)

Where κ∗ = 1
κ2 .

II. IMPLICATIONS

The expression for force derived in Eq. (24) and Eq.
(25) is similar to classical Newton’s gravitational formula.
It contains new terms, and the term Gb may look like the
Gravitational constant, but it is only valid for a binary
system. The expressions are analyzed in the following
sections, and the significance of new terms is suggested.
Correlation to the known physical phenomenon is estab-
lished, some far-fetched suggestions are made, and the
expression of Gb is expanded to a large-scale system to
derive G∞.

A. Relativity of time, length and mass

Equation (7) gives the time dilation for clock time.
The expression of force in Eq. (24) is re-written in the
following forms:

F ∝
(
Γt

rot

)2

(26)

Or

F ∝MtΓ
2
t (27)

Since the force is expressed in the frame of the test
particle, the RHS of the Eq. (26) and (27) denotes the
length and mass as measured in the frame of the test par-
ticle. In the SR, the RHS in the above equations denotes
quantities measured in the moving frame.
A comparison of SR relativistic relations and relations
obtained through matter-vacuum equilibrium are given
in Tab. I. The relations for time and length are similar
if Γ = γ. Also, note that although the equation for mass
relativity is not similar, the mass-energy equivalence ex-
pression remains unchanged if Γ = γ.
Additionally, the following queries are answered:
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• Issue with the relativistic mass and length contrac-
tion: The idea of relativistic mass created in special
relativity is not fundamental to the theory [7]. In
a 1948 letter to Lincoln Barnett, Einstein wrote,
”It is not good to introduce the concept of the
mass of a body for which no clear definition can be
given. It is better to introduce no other mass than
the rest mass.” Einstein never derived an equation
for relativistic mass. Different definitions of masses
are confusing, and Einstein never mentioned them
again after August 1906 [8].
Similarly, experiments presented as proofs of rel-
ativistic length contraction can be interpreted as
manifestations of dynamical interactions taking
place in the experiments [5].
The relations for mass and length obtained in the
matter-vacuum equilibrium hypothesis are an ap-
parent effect and not a real one. Further, mass and
length relations are not correct simultaneously as
Γ can be grouped with only one term at a time.

• Problem of time: The first problem with time is
that GR and QM treat time differently [40]. Time
is treated as absolute in QM, whereas it is dynamic
in GR. It has been described as the significant issue
in the unification of GR and QM [41, 42].
The second issue concerns the arrow of time [43–
45]. Relativity suggests that time can be reversed
at super-luminal velocities and most fundamental
laws are time-symmetrical.
In the matter-vacuum hypothesis, time is an emer-
gent, dynamical property. Time is not a fixed back-
ground parameter but the flow of time emerges as
an observer’s interaction rate with its surroundings
at the graviton level. As such, the flow of time
can not be in the negative direction as graviton ex-
change denote a whole number that can be zero but
never negative.

B. Interconnected time, QE and gravity

Several theoretical papers have discussed if time is an
emergent property deriving from quantum correlations
[14]. It has also been conjectured that total the QE of
matter and vacuum in the universe increases with time.
A gravity like force is associated with the increase in QE
[15]. More recent proposals assume gravity as the medi-
ator of quantum correlations and are based on the fact
that QE between otherwise non-interacting objects can
only increase via a quantum mediator [16].
It has been shown that matter-vacuum equilibrium
through graviton exchange leads to a force with the same
expression as the classical Newton’s gravitational force.
Further, the rate of equilibrium influences the clock time
of the observer as per Eq. (7).
Suppose two observers O1 and O2 are void of any physi-
cal contact. A pair of virtual-gravitons is produced with

the following entangled state:

|ψ⟩AB =
1√
2
(|0⟩A ⊗ |1⟩B − |1⟩A ⊗ |0⟩B)

O1 absorbs virtual-graviton A while O2 absorbs the
graviton B. Since the macroscopic properties of a sys-
tem depend on the average properties of its microscopic
constituents, it is inferred that properties of O1 depend
on virtual-graviton A. In the same way, properties of O2

are influenced by the virtual-graviton B. Therefore, the
properties of O1 and O2 will show some correspondence
or entanglement.
The entanglement mediated by graviton need not be lim-
ited to a binary system. Say, O1 is entangled with O2

through a graviton pair AB while O2 and O3 are entan-
gled through another graviton pair, say CD. It forms
a chain of entanglement where systems are pair-wise en-
tangled or entangled with many other systems through
gravitons shared from the same pair.

C. Gravity at different scales

1. Gravity at galactic scale

As per Newton and Einstein, the force of gravity is a
monotonously decreasing force with distance. It is not so
with the matter-vacuum equilibrium hypothesis. Con-
sider two identical planet P1 and P2 at a radial distance
of rp1 and rp2 from a star S such that rp1 < rp2. It is
considered that graviton flux created by S at P1 is Jp1

and at P2 is Jp2 such that Jp1 > Jp2. Let the size of the
planets is negligible compared to the distance from the
star.
As before, the net flux is approximated to converge at
some epicenter between the S and the planets. Since the
flux of star is weaker at P2, while the flux generated by
P1 and P2 is identical, the epicenter shifts towards the
planet for P2, i.e., κ

∗
p2 > κ∗p1. Also, since the flux velocity

of virtual-graviton is smaller at P2, it gives Γp2 > Γp1.
In short, under favorable conditions, the gravitational
force of attraction between S and P2 may be greater de-
spite the increase in separation. In the worst-case sce-
nario, it can be said with confidence that gravity does
not decline in the expected Keplerian manner [11, 12].

2. Gravity at micro-scale

For a massive object like a planet or a star, the flux
created is massive and, in turn, far-reaching. The virtual-
gravitons drifts at a great velocity toward the source of
flux which decreases the magnitude of Γ. Further, the
test particle is massive (another star or planet), and the
momentum transferred by one virtual-graviton is negligi-
ble. Therefore, it requires a high graviton exchange rate
to produce a measurable force in the test particle. In
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short, the gravity at the galactic scale is weak but long-
ranged.
In contrast, the flux created by an observer at the micro-
scale, say a sub-atomic particle consisting of a few hun-
dred gravitons or less, is light and limited in range. The
resulting drift velocity of virtual-gravitons toward the
source is small, which gives a high value of Γ. Further,
the momentum transfer by one virtual-graviton to the
test particle is also high as the test particle is lightweight
(another sub-atomic particle). Therefore, gravity at the
micro-scale might be a short-range but strong force. The
strong interaction or the nuclear force might be the grav-
itational force at the quantum level, and the gluons are
the gravitons. It is also in line with the assumption that
gravitons are quanta of matter and gravitation, both.

3. Possibility of black holes

Referring to the Eq. (24), the force is directly pro-
portional to (ζV– ΓM)o. A significant number of system-
gravitons are required to generate a massive gravitational
force, which leads to a high graviton exchange rate and
steeper vacuum energy gradient, therefore, a considerable
Mo. But a high graviton exchange rate and steeper vac-
uum energy gradient lower the value of (ζΓ)o. To offset
the diminishing product of (ζΓ)o, a black hole needs a
massive volume, so the product (ζV– ΓM)o is high never-
theless. It suggests that a black hole cannot be incredibly
dense [46].

D. Composite universal gravitational constant, G∞

A constantGb is introduced in the force equations valid
for a binary system. Suppose a new mass M1 is intro-
duced to this system such that J1 > Jo > Jt. The force
acting on Mt is expressed in Eq, (28) where rij is the
separation between MiMj .

F = 2
(ζV– Γ)1
4πDmg

(V– A)t
4πDmg

M1Mt

r21t
Γ2
t r̂1t

+ 2
(ζV– ΓM)1
4πr1oDmg

(V– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– A)t
4πDmg

MoMt

r2ot
Γ2
t r̂ot (28)

The derivation assums that J1 is accelerated under the
influence ofM1 andM1 is the epicenter for J1. Similarly,
the flux Jo + Jt is accelerating under the influence ofMo

with Mo as the epicenter. The first term in Eq, (28)
results from Mt coupling with the unused flux of M1, as
it appeared in Eq. (23). Since the force between MoMt

is required, the first term in Eq, (28) is ignored.
Similarly, the force betweenMo andMt is recalculated

in the backdrop of (supposedly) infinite entities, arranged
in the decreasing order of Ji. The constant G approaches
a value denoted by G∞ such that

G∞ = 2
(ζV– ΓM)1
4πr12Dmg

(V– ΓM)2
4πr23Dmg

· · · (V– Γ)o
4πDmg

(V– A)t
4πDmg

(29)

For any experimentation on Earth involving gravity,
the value of G∞ has contributions from the entire observ-
able universe. In short, “mass out there influences iner-
tia here,” - which is roughly Mach’s principle. Further,
since the contribution is from entities that may be situ-
ated several lightyears away, the constant relative motion
of Earth will lead to a varying value of G∞ [18–21]. This
unique situation is reflected by the 1998 CODATA deci-
sion to increase the relative G∞ uncertainty from 0.013%
to 0.15 % [22].
Further, researchers pointed out that measurements show
that G∞ varies significantly with the orientation of the
test masses relative to the system of fixed stars [23–25].
G∞ changes with the orientation by at least 0.054%, and
as the precision of measurements increased, the dispar-
ity between the values increased [see references in [23]].
The same is reflected in Eq. (29) that includes the cross-
sectional area At of the test particle.

E. Γ vs γ

Γ presented in the matter-vacuum equilibrium hypoth-
esis is a function of the energy of virtual-gravitons avail-
able for exchange. It is, in turn, a function of the square
of the observer’s velocity in the local IFoR. γ introduced
in relativity theory is a function of the square of the veloc-
ity of an observer. Essentially, both are a dimensionless
function of the kinetic energy of the observer.
For the present hypothesis to be accurate, Γ and γ must
be identical. Let γ be defined in a similar manner to Γ,
then the following expression is obtained

γ =

∫ c

v

v

c2
√

1− v2

c2

dv (30)

The integrand in Eq. (30) gives unity when integrated
from 0 to c. Therefore, the integrand can be the PDF of
virtual-gravitons energy. The PDF is plotted in Fig. 5
and drastically differs from the PDF assumed in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 shows an ever-increasing probability of finding a
virtual-graviton with higher KE. It points out that there
is an abundance of vacuum energy density consistent with
predictions made by QFT. However, unlike GR, there is
no issue with enormous vacuum energy density [47] as the
energy itself is not a source of gravitation but a mediator.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The notion of quantum of matter has always existed,
though under different names and definitions, and so has
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FIG. 5: Probability density function of the kinetic
energy of virtual-gravitons based on γ.

graviton exchange as a gravity mediator. Built on these
ideas is the vacuum model as a continuous collection
of virtual-gravitons exchanged between matter entities.
The movement of virtual-gravitons is similar to electrons
in a conductor where the drift velocity of the electrons is
small, but the current flows at the speed of EM waves.
The exchange of gravitons results in an equilibrium where
matter continuously erodes in the vacuum while the vac-
uum condenses as matter. When the equilibrium rate is
taken at a constant, it leads to the discussion time and
time dilation.

The force resulting from the collision of drifting virtual-
gravitons with a test particle leads to apparent effects
such as length contraction and the concept of relativistic
mass. When the expression of force is approximated for
a star-planet system, it is revealed that the force does
not decrease in a Keplerian fashion. Further, when the
force is calculated in the presence of a supposedly infi-
nite system of masses, the force constant G∞ tends to
some quasi-constant value while also confirming Mach’s
hypothesis.
Ultimately, an attempt is made to discover the kinetic
energy distribution of virtual-gravitons in the vacuum -
a cornerstone in the matter-vacuum equilibrium theory.
It is realized that the derivative of the function γ of the
relativity theory can be taken as the said PDF. It points
to an enormous vacuum energy density, possibly resolv-
ing the cosmological constant problem as both QM and
GR now advocates for a colossal ζ∗.
The present theory rests on the existence of gravitons
with non-trivial mass. It has been proposed that glu-
ons and gravitons are the same entity, making the strong
force a short-range form of gravity. The theory may be
validated by estimation of G∞ per Eq. (29), which in-
volves constants like the diffusivity constant of vacuum
energy, and mass of graviton, among other things.
Finally, mechanical gravity theories like Le Sage’s theory
and Fatio’s theory have existed since before the time of
Newton. While these theories could arrive at an inverse
square law and mass proportionality, they can never ar-
rive at concepts like time dilation and quantum entangle-
ment. However, mechanical theories of gravity are essen-
tial to understand the origin of G∞ and the working of
the universe at a small scale, which got missed by New-
ton and Einstein. This article hopes to bridge this same
disconnect between the universe’s working at the micro
and the macro scale.
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